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abstract: In many parts of eastern Asia, there is a wealth of resources and productive
capacity but the resulting potential for economic devblopment is not being realised due to
inadequate transport links. This paper examines the nexus between trade and transport
development, with an emphasis on shipping services to comparatively remote and less
developed areas. The paper introduces a conceptual framework and discusses the use of an

intermodal transport network model as an instrument for investigating the relationships
between improved access to markets, competitiveness, trade volumes and transport service
viability. Tiansport and economic development in northern Australia is presented as a case

study.

1. INTRODUCTION

In many parts of eastern Asia, there is a wealth of resources and productive capacity but the

resultirig potential for significant economic development is-not-being.realised.due. to
inadequite'transport links !o markets. Regional and international trade development ilfing
retardad by a lack ofaccess to regular, reliable and cost-effective transport services. This is
especially evident in less developed and comparatively remotg regions, such as eastern

Indonesii, southern Philippines 
-and 

northern Australia which have poorly developed
transport infrastructure anilare not on the major regional qtripning lanes. The solution would
appeir to be straightforward - develop better transport links -. but-it.is. difficult to justify
irivestment in traniport infrastructure and development of services if it is not warranted by
the current volume of trade. On the other hand, it is diffictilt for trade to grow without
access to transport, so we are caught in a circular argument.

In some cases the circle is broken by major industrial investment with large transport
requirements, such as the establishment of a mine or major processing plant. This provides
a baseload cargo that underwrites transport services andprovides flow-on benefits to other
traders in termi of access to quality transport services. However in many cases, the circle
remains unbroken. This is especiatty evident where the regional economy consists of a large
number of comparatively small producers each of which does not produce suffrcient cargo to
support a transport service.

This paper examines the nexus between trade and transport development. It introduces a
concdptiral framework for the link between trade and transport and discusses the use of an
interniodal transport network model as an instrument for investigating the relationships
between improved access to markets, competitiveness, trade volumes and transportservice
viability. The aim of the paper is to present an integrated modelling framework that can
provide an insight into the interdependence between transport and tradg development, and
Serve as the basis for evaluating the viability of transport services to developing regional
economies.

The discussion will focus on the proactive establishment of improved transport services as a

stimulus.for regional economisdevelopment and, in particular, general cargo shipping
services to comparatively remote and less developed areas with mixed economies. The
scenario is illustrated in Figure l. Trade from a hinterland is centralised in a regional centr€
(or "hub") which becomes the gateway for trade from the region. The cargo is then moved
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Figure 2 Trade and Transport Relationships

The challenge for many regions, particularly those in more remote locations which are not on

-rioi tr*r"p"rt coniiors] is id break the circle of poor transport and stagnating l.ocal

;H;). 
-in" 

ti"a"-iiunsport circlg can be broken by .entrep^reneurial investment by.a

oroducer or transDort op.rut6r, or by Govemment intervention tofacilitate regional econgqug

ffi"6;il.-idiip"p"i ir rnui nt j concerned w ith. proactive .investment in transport Yhigh
*"-. itr^t an essential task will be to evaluate the viability of improved trqsPort links in the

;;dt 
"f 

gxiJng trua" ptrs oppornrnities for additional dgmarld gene.rqtgq by access to the

;;d;ild;.'rtre iiationit-rinr shown in Figure 2 definethe basic links between trade

*at*rp6rt but do not fioria. any insight in-to an evaluation methodology, Figgr9 3

-LriAii iaaitional detailsbf the proc6sses underlying the basic relationships and in so doing

i-ria"t a conceptual frameworbfor evaluating intervention options.

As shown in Figure 3, there is a complex web of linkages between trade and transport

comoonents of tf,e system so to evaluate a hypothetical or proposed service it is neces-sary to

[i"'"i iiii",nJ;;;dtii,rt"iaependencies at i6me point..Tlie standard 3pproach 
to evaluating

ifii i*a" impact and viability of a new transport sqrvic.e it to,:td,9l-Tly,-"-g::,:::.?I
iudsements ibout future trade volumes. In general, this involves ldentllylng marKetaDle

';H;;t,t";;iti,i, ;;uisrmea hinterlandlthen assuming-a market share that can be

"upto.J 
by the transport **i"i. The total volume of trade is-then calculated by multiplying

ur'uiiuUf" iotume Uy mariii rt*" for each commodity then summing 3"Io::l!:,1i*-,:lltl:
Th"r" ur" several pioblem with this approach. Firstly there is 1tqg.analyttculSTT.l-9t ".'PI
the assumed ninteiland or market shares which usually means that the assumptl_ons teno to De

il*;;ti;. S;|gq1diy thire is little or no link betw6en the characteristics of the transport

iJ*i"" and the commodities that are assumed to be carried. Sensitivity testing can

;;;*t" for tt" fu"t ;a;ffi basis for many of the assumptions but this approach is

largeiy subjective.

An alternative is to start by proposing the characteristics of atransport service. -In 
general

this is a much easier .turtiig'pilnr sifrce there are observable indicators that can be used to

construct the profile of the hypothetical service;

- market rcquirements and competitive demands will determine *1]91 fl1]i:1:y^..,.,^ 
-- i*igt t rates being paid by competitors trading into the same market wrll provrde a

starting point for setting rates 
-.- transit time is ;;"""fi"d by ditt"n"" to market and speeds achieved by appropriate

transpo( technology for the service, and

- current traae viii?'ies can piouiae a basis for sc-oping total likely.deTTd'tl'tn P:
combination of total demand, frequency and transit -time will determrne the

.ffiffi:il;i;"iii i;;;-ffiiJ, itnicrs, lrains, ships, planes) used to provide the

service.
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by sea to market or for further transhipment to distant markets. This situation is common
throughout the archipelagos of SE Asia.

Figure I Regional Trade and Transport

To illustrate the way that the proposed conceptual framework can be applied to real world
situations, the paper introduces a case study of the transport and economic development
problems facing the northern Australian region centred on Darwin. The case study also
includes a discussion of the use of an intermodal transport system model of the northern
Australia-Indonesia-Singapore corridor to investigate the changes in competitiveness and
trade hinterlands that would result from various transport development scenarios and
improved access to markets. It is then shown that the results can be used to project trade
volumes, assess the financial viability of proposed transport investment and complete the
feedback loop between trade development and transport infrastnrcture investment.

The "chicken and egg" situation faced by Darwin - that is, trade cannot develop without.
transport but transport cannot develop without trade - has many counterparts throughout
eastern Asia- Further the general principles are applicable all modes and a wide range of
local conditions. Therefore this paper will have relevance to the economic development
problems faced by many regions of Asia, especially those whose trade prospects are
disadvantaged by inadequate transport.

2. TRADE AND TRANSPORT

Since inter-regional trade is inherently involved with adding value to goods by moving them
to distant markets, trade and transport are inseparable. The fundamental relationships
between trade and transport are summarised in Figure 2.

The basic features of the trade-transport system are transport service characteristics
(frequency, transit time, capacity, freight rates, technology, etc), and regional market
characteristics (commodities, prices, volumes, etc). These factors directly determine the
financial viability of trade and of transport services through complex linkages between all
components of the system. A transport service cannot be viable without adequate demand
for movement of suitable cargos (viable trade), and equally trade cannot be viable without
access to transport services with suitable service characteristics. For example, trade in
perishable cargos cannot be viable without fast and reliable transport at a price that allows a
reasonable profit for the producer. Further, the characteristics of a transport service are
largely determined by the type and volume of cargos and the level of sustainable freight
rates. Equally the type of goods traded to and from a region is influenced by the
characteristics of transport services. Good, cheap transport will enable and create markets
while expensive, slow and unreliable transport witt stihe trade opportunities. There are
many examples in eastern Asia where regional economies'with poor transport links have
stagnated while other areas have boomed.

l.!2
- Reoional

/ cJntr. \.
\-/
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Figurc 3 Conceptual Framework for Trade-Transport Evaluation

Using this approach it is a relativety sfaightfonvard procedure to define the characteristics of
u ioi.port s"hice that is appropriate to tf,e situation under consideration.

Having constructed a transport service-scenario (or scenarios), two important featuresof the

ii-iiifrtt*; f^Uy the fiirancial performance of-the_transpo.rt service as a function of trade

;"lrlm;;;a ri"onaiy the competitive hinterland for the service. The financial performance

oi t[e slrvice can b6 calcutatid using a spreadsheet cost model for the-transport service-

t"t^nv iuctr models have been develo:ped and ttre cost structures and-relationships.{gl uU

,1od6r ur" *iU understood. Locating ihe hinterlands for which the regional-centre w.ill be a

"o*p"titir" 
trade gateway, is a somewhat more diffrcult task. Each commodity has difiercnt

[""ip"n [q"i*rf;""ts iri ierms of maximum transit time, minimum service frequency and

maximum door-to-door price. Therefore the hinterland will be different for each category-of

I,"-"iiriity *a will deiend on ihe characteristics of.the prgpos^gg transport service. For

iiample, i transport se*i"" that has been tailored to the needs of time-sensitivecargo. may

".t 
U[".i.p"titi'i" for priie-sensitive cargo-, and vice versa. The identification of hinterlands

;;frrnh;;;&pticared 6y the nee! to conlider alternative trade gatewayt aqd E tull door-to'

a;F;;t;iner ttrlan simply the transport service being-evaluated. The use of an

inrcr1noAa tiansport network rioit"t to constiuct hinterlands is-discussed in Sections 3 and 4

of this paper.

Havine determined hinterlands in which the combination of trade gateway and transport

ffiffi ir i,diiipitiiir" for a selection of-representative commodities, it is reasonable 1o

;;;; i[ut-mJ-"iority of the traded volurie of each c9rynod1lV will be.captured !y 1!e
;;i"". ftre iota d"-irra for the service can then be calculated- by summing the available

;;1" i,"; d;mand) fo.iact com-odity in its hinterland. Note thai this is the-starting pornt

;;I',iltli.;-Jar;l ftttoA -"ntioned ab6ve and that the methodology proposed in this paper

d"ra;p;fr"" conceptuJ and analytical basis for estimating volumes and market shares.

Finally, the projected viability of the transport scenario is obtained by substituting the 
-qade

volume into the 
"ort -oaii. {hiriiuft wili either be that the scenario is viable or not. If the

;;;rt ;*ice is shown iL U" riufrc then it is probable that the requircd trade volumes will

f #t[t#"Hff#tlil?:'Jtig,tl,t"#il5i(ir#ilif i'":]li"Tff H:',llil"t:
two rhinss; fustly thati-he piopot a transport service may not be.financially viable in the

ItJ",llfii"ria;";Ay th"ittd tr"nsport sirvice can act as a stimulus for regional economic
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development with long term growth in demand for transport services. It follows that the
establishment of the improved transpo( service will require either an entrepreneurial operator
willing to absorb short term loses in pursuit of long term market dominance, or a
government willing to underwrite the establishment of the service in the short term in pursuit
of long term regional benefits. Alternatively if the results suggest that the proposed transport
service is not viable then the characteristics of the service can be redefined and the process
repeated until a viable scenario is obtained. It may be that the characteristics of the viable
service are such that they indicate limited potential for major economic development under
Cumently foreseeable market conditions and technologies. In this case, it is difficult to justify
any investment.

3. CASE STUDY : NORTHERN AUSTRALIA

The major elements of the methodology and evaluation procedure can be demonstrated by
considering a case study of trade and transport development in northern Australia. Australia
is generally seen as a developed country but there are areas ofnorthern Australia that are less

developed as a result of their remoteness and lack of access to adequate transport services.
The region centred on Darwin is a prime example and will be employed as a case study for
illustrating the use of the conceptual framework described above.

Darwin is the centre of a region that is isolated in a transport sense both by distance and by a
shortage of regular, reliable and cost-effective transport links to markets in east Asia and
beyond, as well as to the rest of Australia. Darwin is not connected to the Australian rail
neiwork, indeed, it is some 1,500 km from the nearest railhead. It is some 3,200 km by road
from Darwin to the nearest major population centre (Adelaide) and by sea, it is some 1,850
nautical miles to the nearest major Australian port (Fremantle). Further no major
international container services call at Darwin. The only shipping services calling at Darwin.
are regional operators who provide a general cargo services that island-hops around the
eastern tndoneiian region and include infrequent calls at Singapore. In addition, the current
volume of intemational trade from the region is small; the population of the Darwin region is
less than 200,000 persons and the current annual port trade is only some 8,500 TEU.

Despite its low trade volume, remote location and restricted transport links, Darwin has been
proposed as a major growth region because there is significant potential for agricultural,
mineral and manufacturing production in the region. Further, Darwin has been proposed as

a potential gateway for Australian exports into Asia, because looking north and east into
Indonesia and beyond, Darwin is much closer to Asian ports than it is to other Australian
ports.

Table I Sea Distances from Darwin to Asian Ports

Distance
(nautical miles)

871

Surabaya
Jakarta

Singapore

Davao

r200
1532

1887

tz$

Several steps have been taken to facilitate regional economic development. A Trade
Development Znne (TDZ) has been established at Darwin, a new container.port is being
construated at Darwin and the feasibility of linking Darwin to the Australian railway network
is being investigated by both government and private studies. However the major market
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opportunities lie in Asia to the north and west so the ultimate succes^s of major 9:91omiq
diielopment in northem Australia will _depend on the establishment of reg,ular, reliable- and

cost-effective shipping services to Singapo-rE ald ports -in Indonesia and southern
philippines. nut shipping services will not be. viable without trade and trade cannot
comm'i,nce without trairsport, so we come back to the trade-transport circle.

The viability of breaking the trade-transport circle by the proactive establishment of a new

shipping service to Sinlapore was_inveltigated using the methodolog_y- described. above.

F.it"tlr at Surubaya aid Taniung Priok (J-akarta) were also considered but the main focus

of in" inr"rtigation was on linl<s Bbtween the Darwin-region and Singapore. The detailsof
me*ay.is aft confidential but the technique can be described in general terms. Briefly, the

steps in the analYsis were

I . Define the characteristics (transit time, frequency, capacity, freight rates) of several

alternatives configurations of the proposed shipping service

Z. Develop a cost model for an-archetypal shipping service and calculate the financial

perforirance (volume-profitabilil! curves, break-even point' etc) of each

configuration

3 . For each set of shipping service characteristics, determine the extent of the hinterland

for which Darwin is the prefened trade gateway

4 . Determine the current or potential production of each commodity within the hinterland

and calculate the likely v6lume of trade between the region and Singapore

5. Using.the results of Steps 2 and 4, assess the viability of each shipping service

scenano

Characteristics for the proposed shipping service were defined by-comparisol wlp services

*iit op"rrting Uetween Sihgapore irid.other Rustralian pofs' 319 on the basis of percetved

-*f.ii requirtments. ti wis assumed that freight ratei sholld be comparable with those

uruifuUf" from other euitralian ports and that i weekly calls-at Darwin was a reasonable

-i"i.u* level of service, With 6uo.nt trade volumes that are low and expected to continue

i" G-."f"tireiy small una"r uny reasonable scenario, it was assumed that a small modern

"Lntuin", 
vesiel fruy SiiO-iEU maximum) was appropriate. Finalll, ass,un-un€ 1.Yp_i:I

soeed (sav 14 knotsifor a small container vessel gives a 6 day translt tlme between lJarwrn

;'ffStil;p;i, *-tfr"iz vessels would be needid to delivei a wee$1 1eryi:"_ Y.:T,l!:
characteristics of the service istaUlished, its cost structure was calculated using a standard

$;;J;ili;;ri -oa"r appropriate for a smalt regionat shipping operation.

The next step was to identify-competitive. hinterlands for a Darwinl'jgry::.l.T flq
,"*i.". ftui is, the extent 6f the iegion in which Darwin is a competitlve.gateway .Ior

eurt Aiun trade into Asia. Three categories of commodity were consrdered - extremely pnce

sensitive cargo, "*tt"-"ty 
iitn" t"n.itire cargo and cargo. with a balance of time and price

;;ili,ty.T uddilion, the impact of several hypothetical land transport imployemgqts were

"..rii"#a. 
fne anatysis of hiirterlandt *^ undi.takenlsing the Multi-Modal Freight Flow

Ni;;1-trftH;l a"r"iop"O uy iiri Gntr" for Transport Pohdy Analvsis' The MFFM model

is described in detail in Section 4 of this paper'

The hinterlands for the three commodity types were quite different' Due to the high cgst.of

il;;;;6;rr retatirJto strippi.i, it"hiiterland f9I ntiq" sensitive cargo was gimply the

iiliJailiJilter"pr,i;;;rid:""r"fud on Darwin. Thi hinterland for time sensitive cargo

ffi;ft;.tA ;"di";;;";;n-i*g"f because Darwin is closer to Asian markets and can

offer shorter transrr u."r. 
- 

i t 
" 

t ir6rlands for each of the commodity. types were then used

id 
"itiii"i" 

tt ii iit 
"ty 

uoturn" of trade that could be_captured by a-Darwin-Singapore.shipping

;i;;;ith u giu"; *eiof service characteristics. Fof examplb, fruit is a time sensitive cargo

;u,]iliil h"ir;;;6;-f- ii." t*.itire commodities, v-olumes of current (or potential)
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production and estimates of market demand, it is possible to estimate the likely volume of
trade in fruit to be carried by a Darwin-Singapore shipping service. The exercise is then
repeated for a range of commodities to create a picture of the overall potential trade market.

Finally, total revenue for the service can be calculated using the trade volumes and proposed
freight rates, and total costs follow from the trade volume and operating-cost model. This
provides an estimate of the likely short and long-term financial viability of a service with thg
assumed operating characteristics. Decisions can then be made about long term commercial
prospects for the service, about the need for government intervention to underwrite the
service in the short term or about the need to redefine the service and re-evaluate its viability.

4. MODELLING DARWIN TRADE IIINTERLANDS

A key requirement of the methodology described in this paper is the identification of
hinteiland in which the regional centre and transport link are potentially competitive. As
noted above, the hinterlands for Darwin were calculated using the MFFM model. MFFM is
a sophisticated logistical model that focuses on ports and shipping but recognises that the
mariiime compon6nt cannot be considered in isolation from the overall transport task The
model tracks fieight flows from origin to destination including land links at either end, port
handling, and opt-ions for transhipment of cargo at intermediate. ports. Therefore it is well
suited io ttre iirvestigation of ilsues such as port competition, landlridging and the
development of hub aid feeder operations. In eisence, the model calculates the -expected
pattern of cargo movements for a fiven state of the transport system and pattem of demand.

MFFM provides a tool for the user to systematically compare and evaluate the implicationsof
differeni states of the logistical systeir. The model imposes consistent rules to predict the

distribution of cargos m6ving in i logistical network. It is fundamentally a.netw^ork-based,

cargo assignment inodel in w:hich roule choice i! detgrmiqe-d by a combination of cost, time'
andservic6 factors. The fundamental objective is to identify the path (or paths) through the

network that minimises some prescribed heasure of the penalty associated_with transporting
the freight consignment. The-model does not purport to predict what the funre will be like
or what-it should be [ke. Instead the model is an exploratory tool that allows the user to
manage large amounts of information, and systematically investigate the.likely impact of
oossili-le traisoort scenarios in a consistent mahner. It is a "what-if' model in which the user

ipecifies and controls the scenarios to be evaluated. These scenarios can differ in the

sirategies adopted by shippers, and/or in the charactegstigs :1lt!9 stlpp.ly side of the transport
markJt. Exarnples 6f issues that can be addressed using MFFM include

- the effect of changes in the pattem of shipping services, including changes in
schedules, port calls, and vessels

- the impact of new entrants and the viability of existing shipping services

- the efliect of changes in relative sea and land transport freight rates

- port competition
- ihe impait of new industries andpatterns of industrial development
- the land ransport implications of changes in shipping patterns

Figure 4 shows the type of intermodal transport system that MFFM has been dgsigned.lo
*5aet. In practice,-intermodal networks tend to be much more complicated that this
example, however the example captures the essential elements of a competitive intermodal
system.

The sample network illustrates intermodal options available for trans-pnrt between a.particular
origin an'd destination. From the origin, theconsignment can travel.Uy pua or rail to on9 of
twi competing ports for loading ontg a shipping service. The.shipping seryice can then

travel dirirt to-a port near the destination or i[ ian-travel to a transhiprne]t port for transfer to
a second shippiri,g service. Having arrlved al the port of unloading, the consignment can

then tavel toits final de.stination by road or rail.

Tra& Development, Compctitior urd Modclling Intennodal Transport Systerrs 873
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Figure 4 MFFM TransPort network

The inforrration required to build an MFFM network is basically a description of the supply

side of the intermodal transport system, including

- details of operational characteristics of shipping services

- land transport links and costs
- details ofcargo handling costs and options
- shipping freight rates and relative quality of service
- transhipment oPtions
- commodity details

For full details of the way that an actual intermodal system is represented in terms of MFFM
nodes and links, see D'Este and Meyrick (1991).

The route choice process and hence choice of tryde gateway is. implemented in MFFM by

*5ftiltirg; s"rui"" frequency and a generalised transit cosi with each link in the network.

Td;;ftised cost is i combinatioi'of time cost and dollar cost with a facility for also

ir"lrai"t;ti-ates of relative service-qu4ity to differentiate betwee.n competing services

o,ittttt "ir-" schedule and price. Each of thl factors (time-, cost, qqality) that comprise. the

generalised cost is given a wiigtrt so that the. outcome of different shipperstrate$.ies, guch.as

ieast cost, shortest-transit tinie or balanced strategies, can be simulated by adjusting the

relative weights.

It follows that shipper choice and hence assignment of frcight {lowj to paths and thrcugh

.o.rifi" nodes in tltie network is based on a cSmbination of iervice freq3gncy, transit time,

;;i;a;di."t i." quality factors as suggested by survey results, see D'Este and Meyrick

if g92[f, i*plement'the c'troice process,-fuFlr{ u-ses a n6w network as-signmcnt flgo.tl(t*
itrat comUinejthe stability and rich use of information of the Gallagher-Meyrick (9Y)
Aeorithm. see Gallagher-and Meyrick (1984), with the computational efficiency 9{ qle

aE"iilnii'0"*t,rp"d by spiess and Florian (1989). The spiess algorithm w":l'litl{ll
aliiooea for an,alysirig tiansit networks and is implemented as pn11 of the.EMME/z
rJnnrri"p*kage, whicliis used for transit planning_by m$Y a8lencies in Australia, Uruted

M6;d;rd" irra er-p". The key elemen-ts of thel\,fFI\4 solution algorithm are

- the objective is to minimise the total generalised cost of the trip from origin to
destination.

- tbo algorithm is akin to standard "shortest path" network {Soltlms but differs in that

it rc"S"rmoOat"r situations in which links ire only available at certain times according

io tiie-ser"ice frequency on the link, or equivalently, that link trips involve a constant

transit time plus a distribution of waiting times'

Jonnal of thc Eastcrn Asia Socicty for Traruportatior SMies, Vol.l, No.3, Autumn' 1995
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- the probability that a particular path (shipping option) is chosen is equal to the
probability that it is the path with the lowest generalised cost, remembering that
generalised cost is a combination of cost, time and service factors.

- where there are competing options and time is a decision factor, the option that is the
"cheapest" can vary with the pattern of service arrivals. Therefore the algorithm is
not an "all-or-nothing" algorithm - several shipping options can have a non-zero
probability. The behavioural interpretation is that the shipperwill sometimes use one
iervice and sometimes another depending on which is the "cheapest" on that
occasion.

- a good analogy is catching a bus. Consider a case where there are two bus services -
orie is frequeni and the other is less frequent but offers the same transit time and cost.

Usually y6u will catch the frequent service but if you arrive at.the- bus stop when the-

infreqieirt service is about to leave, you will catch it. Hence both have a chance of
being chosen but the more frequent service has a greater probability of being chosen.

The basic output from the assignment procedure is the probability that each of the feasible
intermodal fansport options is-the preferrcd route for consigrmentsfrom a given origin to a
given destinatiori. fnerefore it is possible to determine the likelihood that a given node, such

is Darwin, is a competitive gaieway for trade between two given points and hence to
construct hinterlands.

Darwin's likely hinterlands for exports to Singapore and beyond were constructed using the

MFFM model and the following procedure

1 . construct a scenario for the state of the intermodal transport network and translate the

scenario into an MFFM network. The scenario would include an improved shipping
service to Singapore and possibly, some changes to land transport links to Darwin'

2. select a cargo category, such as time-sensitive c?rgo. The category- will.determine the

relative welgtrts gi-veir to factors in the MMFM generalised cost function and hence

the objective-fundtion for the assignment procedure. For example, tralslt ap wry.t1tg

times ivill be given a high weighting for ti-me-sensitive cargo and the objective will be

to minimise the door-to-door delivery time.

3. select an origin and location destination for transport of a consignment of the

commodity sElected in Step 2. The origin will be somewhere in Australia and the

destinatiori will be Singapoie. Steps 2 and 3 define an hypothetical test consignment
for assessing the viability of Darwin as an export gateway.

4. run the MFFM model to determine the probability that the consignment will be

handled through Darwin. If there is a higtr-probability of.export throlgh Darwin then

the origin is-recorded as being within Darwin's hinterland for that type of
commodity.

5. repeat Step 4 for a large numter of_triporigins withinthe northern Australia region
and for a s-election of other origins elsewhere in Australia.

G. construct the hinterland for Darwin by taking the envelope of all origins for which
Darwin has a high probability of being the prcferred rade gateway

7 . repeat the process for other categories of commodig; price-sensitive, and various
trade-offs between time and price.

The output is a set of hinterlands for which Darwin and the proposed shipping service are

;;p"ti-ti"". The process-can qen be repeated for im-ports t9 buillg up a pictur.e of.ry9ngj
markets for move-ment of various types of commodities through Darwin. In effect' the
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hintcrlands constitute the region in which to look for cargo to support the improved transport

service and stimulate economic development.

Note that if all trade flows are fully specified a priori then MFFM can also be used as a

traditional frcight assignment modei but this mode of operation was not used in the Darwin
case study. In-this study MFFM was used only to construct hinterlands.

5. CONCLUSIONS

It has been argued that one of the greatest barriers to regional economic development is

ui""5 io r"guiar, reliable and cost-eTfective transport-services'. Trade volume is unlikely to

erow witho--ut access to transport but it is difficult to justify in_vestment in transport

inf.r"t 
"n 

t" and development of services if it is not warranted by the trade volume, so we

;;;;ht i" a circrta, aigument. Under these circumstances and in the absence of major

industrial investment, regio"nal economies are likely to stagnate and not fulfil their potential.

proactice investment in transport tinks is a way of breaking the circle but it is a risky- str{egy
iin"" it ."fi"s on confidence in the ability of access to improved transpo-rt to stimulate long

t"r- 
""ono^ic 

growth. Trade will piobably grow in response to improved trans.pgrt

i"*i"* trt by liow much, what typd of conim-odities will be involved, how far will t4e

tri"tiifuna ext6nd ana wnai type o? service will provide the desired stimulus to economic

;A;ity These are qu"rtionr'tnut must be addresied in evaluating the long term viability of
the service and overall value and benefits of the investment'

This paper has proposed a conceptual model that places trade.development, competition and

inierirdlat tralisp6rt in a coher6nt framework and in so doing.accounts tbr the teedbacl(

between transport service characteristics, production, tradg viability an! gansqort-viability.

iit * utro bee^n shown thatthe framework can be translated into a practical methodology for
;"lyft the long term viability of- improved transPort service and their impact o.n tle
[gi6r"i""""r".i. In particulir, the methodology offers a.solid theoretical .b-asp.fo1

""?fruii"g 
p.ou.[iu. iniestment in improved traniport services to regions with latent

productive capacitY.

In many parts of eastem Asia, trade prospects and economic development are disadvanlaged

bv inadequate transportlinks io ma.ldr *irkets. Investment in transport is a possible.solution

[iriiiTr-a=irr*urtto'"uutuute the iniestment because there are complex interactions between

;r;d;, trilport and ;"gilr"t iconomic. develop.men,. tf." conceptual framework.and

;;d;d;lGi 
"utrin.A 

ii thir pup"r provide a soiid theoretical basis for addressing these

ilu", and"ivould be an appioiriate mechanism for evaluating trade-linked transport

investment, particularly in the archipelagos of SE Asia'
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